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A Need to Believe
This time it feels like
We are floating on waves
I know it hurts but
I'm going away
I know it hurts but
I'm going away
You say it's simple
You say it's ok
Our breathing's synchronized
With soothing delay
I know it hurts but
I know it's ok
We start to ignite
We're singing
You need to believe
Even when dark skies comes tumbling over me
You need to believe
I know you're troubled
When it collides
I know you're dying
every time that I go blind
I know it hurts but
I know you'll be fine
We start to ignite
We're singing
You need to believe
Even when dark skies comes tumbling over me
You need to believe
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Lukewarm
Sliding down
I'm in your skin
I am your thirst for a miracle
I'm on your lips
Your taste is mine
I am your lust for something magical
Close your eyes
Feel my breath
Your hands are tied and you are beautiful
There are no smiles
There are no lies
I am a slave to all that's beautiful
But something aches
Like a junkie I need my fix
A endless race
Again, my drug is fairytales
And something aches
Like a junkie I need my fix
A endless race
Again, I'm chasing fairytales
I am you
And you are me
I need a lover and you need a fool
I don't care
And you won't mind
You won't discover if our love is cruel
But something aches
Like a junkie I need my fix
A endless race
Again, my drug is fairytales
And something aches
Like a junkie I need my fix
A endless race
Again, I am chasing fairytales
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Lonely Ghost
And there's no light in my house tonight
This lonely ghost is coming home
Guess what I did it
Guess what I did it again
This time I had it
Within the reach of a fingernail
I have failed
To reach the shore to reach the light
I have payed
The ferryman coins but I'm denied
And there's no light in my house tonight
This lonely ghost is coming home
I just want to say I'm sorry
I just want to say that you where always right
And baby don't worry tonight
And there's no light in my house tonight
This lonely ghost is coming home
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Turn the Tide
Start the fire…
Start the fire..
No judge, no hearing's held
This trial looks like fiction
Sustain and overruled
It's enough for conviction
This ship have lost control
And the captain is drinking
Let's throw him overboard
This baby is sinking
Hold the line, it's time to turn the tide
If not, we'll turn it anyway
You have a contract, we have pride
And no one can't take that away
If tears were in a cup,
If hate was a liquid
I'd say cheers and bottom's up
It's time to be wicked
Last call to have it all
To end this conclusion
No one is unbreakable
It's just an illusion
Hold the line, it's time to turn the tide
If not, we'll turn it anyway
You have a contract, we have pride
And no one can't take that away
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Es Loco
You're gonna lose your mind
You're gonna lose your mind
They give you meds even though you're fine
You're gonna lose your heart
You're gonna lose your heart
Which they have tried to take away from the start
Your heart, your heart…
It blinds you
When it finds you
You need to be fast when it turns around
You're gonna lose your soul
You're gonna lose your soul
You are like a pharmaceutical hole
Hole, a hole, hole
It blinds you
When it finds you
You need to be fast when it turns around
… When it turns around
…… When it turns around
……… When it turns around
………… When it turns around
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Sleepy Angels
Blood red pearls
Of a world disgrace
No one wants to admit it
The golden earrings in your ears
Only shame could have made them
Little stardust, dry your eyes
Keep your head up, they're winning
God have lost his allebies
And the angels are sleeping
Walking
With our hearts
Slowly whispering in the dark
Hoping
The falling stars
Won't disappoint us honey
Walking
With our hearts
Slowly whispering in the dark
Won't nothing, mean something
Instead of love we have our lies
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I Am Out
I'm on the side, watching in secret
This fucked up ride have lost it's wheels
I won't stand on my knees
Asking god if he's pleased
I am out
Someone else
Is going to pay for your mistakes
In a little while
Just seconds now, we'll find out
In silence I'm undetected
Your twisted mind keep running free
I don't care for your needs
Don't want this disease
I am out
I am tired of freaks
Drowning in dreams
I am out
Someone else
Is going to pay for your mistakes
Take that fucked up face
Go to outer space again
And you can walk that long long maze
To your fireplace
In hell
Someone else
Is going to pay for your mistakes
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Gold, Silver & Stones
Let's have a toast for another great night
I'm a slut, you're a slut, who the fuck cares
A silly season if you're going for the right guy
I've been marked with a tag… I'm a "best buy"
Gold, silver and stones - I don't want to go
My heartbeat is out of control - I ain't gonna go
The snow is leaving me cold - I don't want to go
My heartbeat is out of control - I ain't gonna…
You're a mean, selfish dream with a cruel mouth
If you're looking for attention, we are sold out
Gold, silver and stones - I don't want to go
My heartbeat is out of control - I ain't gonna go
The snow is leaving me cold - I don't want to go
My heartbeat is out of control - I ain't gonna…
Odin, dva, tri, tavarish
Gold, silver and stones - I don't want to go
My heartbeat is out of control - I ain't gonna go
The snow is leaving me cold - I don't want to go
My heartbeat is out of control - I ain't gonna…
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Prepare to Fall
Keep your fingers crossed
He's walking on the streets
And when he finds a victim
He'll get us all, can you see his teeth
Can you see feel his breath
A shadow dressed in fumes
A god forsaken feeling slowly grows
And it brake my bones
Disguised in gold (He'll take us all)
A second runner up
We're prepared to fall
Keep your fingers crossed
Smell your lovers hair
And when he finds a victim
He'll get us all
You'd better save your prayers
Disguised in gold (He'll take us all)
A second runner up
We're prepared to fall
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Icecold Kisses
Ice
A bed made of ice
It's this or nothing
You better choose your life honey
Ice
Well everyone lies
It's your decision
I don't even like you but you love me
I don't even like you but you love me
I don't even like you but you love me
Cry
But then again why
If you're that close to god you shouldn't cry
Ice
I am tired of ice
I don't even like you but you love me
I don't even like you but you love me
I don't even like you but you love me
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Firealarm
Here you come, in the shade of the sun
You showed up sober, like it's over and done
And you're in my stairs… with stainless steel
You shut my mouth, you twist my arm
You stand in the doorway with a loaded gun
And you kill my dreams
Like a fire alarm
I can't deny
You are designed to please
And I'm terrified
To catch this lonely disease
You drain my thoughts, you're in my blood
Your words are delivered from the shade of this town
And I can't breath
I am alone
I can't deny - I call tonight, my friend
You are designed to please
And I'm terrified - I am so terrified
To catch this lonely disease
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The Clown
Work in Progress
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